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INTRODUCTION
PIAZZETTA 1 S PLACE IN THE HISTORY OF ART
Seldom does the student of the history of
art deal with Italian painting after the brilliant
period of the last of the great Venetians in the
cinqpento. The Carracci are considered, Cara-
vaggio is studied for his courageous though
brutal reaction to the great art of the six-
teenth cent^urry, and then there is a lapse until
the name of '->iepolo, of the eighteenth century,
rises above the horizon. Thus we forget some
of the importr nt links between Tiepb2o and the
great masters of the preceding time.
One of the most important of these and one
whose name is scarcely mentioned is the master of
the seventeenth and early eighteenth century,
Giovanni Battifcta Piazzetta. Professor Fiocco,
of the University of Padua, writes : ' Giambat-
tista Piazzetta is the first man of real gen-
ius of whom the new movement can boast,'' for at
1. Fiocco, Venetian Painters of the Seicento
and ^ettecento, p . 53
.
t#
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this tine "Italian Painting had degenerated into
over-decoration on all sides." He felt that
(Hambattista brought it back. Later on he says:
"Thus Piazzetta stands upon the threshold of the
new century, proudly upholding all that was best
in the seventeenth century, the rer. 1 founder, as
it were, of the eighteenth century."
He brought strength and sincerity as well
as beauty to the art of the chief school of
Eclectics, that of Bologna started by the Carra-
vacci. His work is fraught through and through
with the elegance, the love for stupendous, driv-
ing creations, the massive, the majestic, and
the forceful surge of the Baroque. Perhaps
it also lacks some of the sincerity, strength
and true grandeur of the less ornate, pre-
ceding age of painting. He contributed much,
however, toward keeping the great art of paint-
ing, the pride of Italy, alive in the still in-
dependent and magnificent Venice.
t
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Tancred Borenius says that "little has been
written about Plaezetta, and yet he is an art-
ist of singular fascination, and also of great
interest to the art historian, both as prepar-
ing the way for Tiepolo and on account of his
connection with the Bolognese School as well as
with that interesting Dutch follower of Cara-
vaggio, settled in Venice, Jan Lys."
Indeed, it is extremely hard to find out
much about this master, even from Italian sourc-
es, although, whore he is mentioned by those
nearer his own lifetime, it is easy to see that
he was held in high esteem by his contempora-
ries, lie developed a rich technique in his
chiaroscuro, contrasting the light and the dark
shadows, melting part of his figures into the
gloom behind them, while bringing the most im-
portant out into brilliant light.
He v/as a direct link between the eclec-
ticism of the Bolognese School, with its fine
figure drawing, careful technique, and grandeur
of composition and size of figures, and the later
skill of '-i-'iepolo and his followers. Like
1. '-i-ancred Borenius , The Injured Biazzetta
V eiling, Turlington, Nov. 1916,
P. 343
••
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his age, his interest was in magnificence of
the impression of life and rapid movement, of
emotions less restrained, of a theoretical grand-
eur instead of the vigorous expression of the
older artists who lived while Italy was gaining
her prime and who had much \ o say about the zest-
ful, simple joy of existence, expressing it
with fet restraint natural to those who are sure of
their blessings. One can almost see in this
Baroque art the restlessness that comes of wear-
iness, a certain' lack of actually having some-
thing that needs be said, a ^rc.ft.cc.T' inter-
est in the technical machinery of bringing a-
bout effects than in the vital importance of
the thing expressed. All this was covered up
by the grandeur and motion, the massiveness and
material splendor of the day, like a flower
having come to its fullest bloom just before the
petals are about to drop.
#
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TliE SEICENTO AND SET TEC.ENTO IN VENICE
,{
'hile the rest of Italy had shrunk away
into itself and into paltry little kingdoms,
fostering jealousy and giving nothing of its
old culture, cut off from the new European
world that was bursting into vigorous develop-
ment* Venice, that queen of the Adriatic,
.,
still
proudly bore her diadem, scorning even to consider
the possibility of her grea.t glory w&rling. . Even
while she was on the verge, tottering to her
final fall from her independence and power,
she clunw nobly to the splendor of herbygone
traditional luxury, and visitors to this city
of elegance were rewarded by seeing such muni-
ficence, gorgeousness and splendor, even such
carelessness of the cost as they had never seen
before
.
Strangers from abroad visited this fasci-
nating city in search of the picturesque, much
as we do now, and T "enice prided herself on her
gaiety and colorfulness . This quality showed
itself somewhat in the prettiness and light-
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ness of the subjects often painted during the
late seioento and settecento.
In spite of this pettiness, Venice was still
one of the greatest powers in Europe. She kept
up her tradition for well trained, farsighted
statesmen. Although she lost Cyprus and Crete to
her enemy, the Turk, still a peace which lasted
two generations was obtained,- Venice, who a
century before cared more for the broil than for
any kind of peace'. I'his former independence
was still, shown in her attitude toward the Church.
Paul V, who was the tool of the Spanish party,
tried to intimidate her by demanding that her
priests should be tried in ecclesiastical courts
rather than in secular. This brought about some
consternation in the city and Leonardo Donato was
elected Doge on account of his fearlessness in
dealing with the Church. Through his appointment
of "Pra Paolo Sarpi (that much beloved and learned
priest of Venice) as theological counselor", Venice
still kept her freedom and independence of the
Church. She also kept free from the- attempted
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encroachment3 of ^pain, which now had all southern
Italy and Milan under her rule.
Venice was the only republic left, Savoy
having grown into a large Duchy much sought after
"by Europe, and Tuscany having been weakened under
its luxury loving Dukes. It is remarkable what
great statesmen she was able to produce until her
fall, such as that great general and doge, Fran-
cesco Moris ini, whose career was most patriotic
as a general against the Turks, impressive and
statemanlike as a doge, and valuable as a private
c i t izen
.
In the next century she found her martial
strength ebbing and wisely kept an aloof dignity
of neutrality in the War of the Spanish Succes-
sion, although overtures were made to the Signo-
ry from all sides, until the very turmoil of the
conflict drew her in on the side of France. Still,
when there was a desire for peace, Venice was
the one sought as neutral enough and strong enough
to be mediator, for at the time of the treaty of
Utretcfilt the political activity and prestige of
Venice was still great. Shortly after this the
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people of the great city seened to decline and to
be less able to bear hardships. This weakening
of the populace was probably a powerful though
indirect cause for the loss of Morea to the Turks.
Venice had now been deposed as a first-
rate European power, but she was still the first
sovereign city of Europe and she held this posi-
tion by means of her great wealth, traditions,
prestige and fine administration.
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THE ARTS IN ITALY DTTRIlfG THE SEICENTO AND THE SETTECENTO
In the passing of her prtme f Italy showed
herself surrounded with culture and luxury, now
becoming baroque instead of Renaissance. Venice
especially put her best foot forward, for , although
trade vas now withdrawing to the port of her old
rival, "enoa, as well as to Trieste, Ancona and
Leghorn, she managed to give the appearance of a
luxury and expenditure that seemed even greater
than in her more prosperous days. She now strug-
gled to retrieve her commercial rank* ^ut she
must have been economically wealthy still, for
she was able to collect a heavy annual tax for
repressing the Barbary pirates, and her indus-
trial classes were having plenty of employment,
profit and pleasure.
leside the weaker characteristics of this
period there were growing the strong inveatigat ing
tendencies that fougHt against the old scholas-
ticism throughout all Italy. fe find Vico
writing a philosophy of history, and Galileo
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trying to prove the force of gravity, beginning
the era of scientific thought.
V/hile such questioning, searching minds were
developing and demanding the true answer, there
grew alon<~ beside this intellectual trend the
shallow, eclectic menace of the age. Much of
it came through the "Academy of Arcadia" (1692),
which was founded for the enoblement of litera-
ture and the purification of taste. The litera-
ture produced by its members has passed into ob-
livion long ago, for the language used was ex-
tremely ornate, high flown, and meant very little
after the grandiloquent phrases had been explored
and translated into thought. In fact much of it
was laughable. The members of this academy
called themselves Arcadian 3hepards and imitated
the pastoral. This movement bore fruit in the
insipidity of much of the pretty painting of
Italy in t>iis century and even found its way into
France to occupy the playtime of a tottering
monarchy
.
•
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This eclecticism made its way even into the
music the times. The Italians, in their search
for the best in literature and drama, tried to
revive the old Greek plays. To do this they
made the human voice depict the emotions of the
scene through music and thus the first opera re-
sulted, it being held in 1600 at the Fitti Palace.
This seems thoroughlv in line with the pompous
-
ness of the times,- times v/hich delighted in the
massive, exotic and often violent art of the
baroque wherein the people vicariously tried to
express the vigor they desired to have.
The massive, much decorated architecture of
the 3aroque is really one of the things that gives
Venice much of her character and charm,- such as
the flowing curves of the Santa LTaria della
lalute and many of the bridges crossing the canals.
The sculpture, too, although far from "being as
interesting and pleasing as the buildings, fol-
lowed the restlessness of this disrupting, ornate
age.
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TTnfortunately , besides the sweeping masses
of line and color found in the painting of the
times, we find much that expresses the sad truth
that the Italians had nowbecome used to a weaken-
ing lassitude of life, content with only trivial
pleasures and a desire for luxury, a sort of per-
fumed sleep. However Domenico Robusti (1562-1637),
the son of Tintoretto, did much to keep the
strength and beauty of color of the old masters
alive. Francesco lassano also painted after his
father's style. 3ut among the many names of the
painters of the seventeenth century few stand out
until we come to the name of Gregorio Lazzarini
(1654-1740), who is considered highly for his ex-
traordinarily fine designs. He has been criti-
cized for being cold and flat in color and often
1 2
rather insipid. 3ut Corrado Ricci speaks of his
palette being vigorous and cheerful, his drawing
graceful and refined while he had a great feeling
for composition. Then comes Sebastian Ricci
1.
2 .
Phillips
Ricci
.
The Venetian School of Painting .
Art in Northern Italy.
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with his light and sparkle, living the life of
many of the artists of this period, wandering
and painting from country to country with a zest
for adventure in foreign lands. An able figure
painter arose, also, in Gian lattista Pittoni
(1 687-1767 }* while the period before Tiepole
closes with the noted woman painter of the times,
Rosalba Carriera.
Upon the stage occupied by such painters
comes Giovanni lattista Fiazzetta (
l
r>82-1754)
,
who was taught in the 3olognese tradition and
painted in the city of Venice. Venice was at
this time" almost the only place in Italy where
virile art was being produced, and our Fiazzetta
added greatly to the strength of her painting.
Much of his work was religious, wherein he shows
great nobility and reverence. His spiritual and
reverent conceptions, although clothed in baroque
style, kept alive in a degree the sincerity found
in the art of the Renaissance. He holds a place
in Venetian art as the "master of light and shad-
ow." Tn fact his drawings were valued highly
by the engravers because the dark and light tones
lent themselves so well to their craft. Although
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it seems to me from the paintings I have seen
by this master that his coloring is subtle and
beautiful, his contempories often speak more
highly of his drawing. He is the link between
the quieter art of the past and the light and
daring work3 of that great draughtsman, Giovanni
Battista Tiepolo (1^92-1769). It is recorded
that Tiepolo studied from the drawings of Pia-
zzetta in order to improve his own work, and he
certainly chose wisely for Piazzetta worked with
great care and precision, to wh.teh.vuas tx&Ahis keen
perception of the artistic appearance of the sub-
ject due to the composition of line, light and
shadow.
It is often interesting to note the prede-
cessors and the contemporaries who influence an
artist. It is generally conceded that our master
was not unmindful of the lessons taught in the
works of such men as Guercino, Feti, 3trozzi,
Ly3 and Crespi. ^rom Guercino, he must have
received much of his knowledge on giving lumi-
I
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nosity to a picture and how to Dring out tola relief
by the artifice of melting some of the edges into the
surrounding shadows, while the other parts of tne contour
are brought out sharply into the light. Strozzi must have
made a deep impression on Piazzetta by the vigor, energy
aad harmony of his works ana Feti seems to have bestowed
some of his excellence in composition .-~nu ability at
foreshortening. It is possible that Piazzetta was
attracted by the Flemish robustness of the work of Jan
Lysjand also by his Flemish naturalism. Crespi, our
artist's contemporary , introduced his own method of
using a great ueal of gums and oil to ma«ce his paint more
brilliant at little expense to Piazzetta.
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BIOGRAPHY of piazzetta
Very little indeed seems to "be known about the
life of Giovanni Piazzetta. Evidently it was the
fairly quiet life of the average Venetian. Little seems
to be in the records of Venice - a few records of births
and deaths, of payments and receipts, and a few letters
•
He was born February 13, 1682, and was the son
of Jacopo, a wood carver originally of lederobba in
the terrirory of Trevise. Gino Damerini mentions the
altar and statue of San Romualdo, carved by the elder
Piazzetta for the fine old Lombard church of San Michele.
He says:**
Of Jacopo Piazzetta, native of Pederooba, according
to Gian B. Albrizzi's biography, we know very
little; it is certain that he worked along in
the seventeenth century, with specially good
decorative judgment, as is shov/n by the altar and
the statue of San Romualdo which were done for
the beautiful Lombard church of San Michele
,1. Rava. G* B. Piazzetta . p 51
2. Damerini. I Pittori Vene ziani del '700
, p. 17;
"Di Jacopo Piazzetta, oriundo di Pederobba
secondo la biografia di Gian Battijta Albrizzi,
sappiamo poco; certo egli lavorb lungo il XVII
secolo con criteri prevalentemente decorativi
•
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in Isola, by the remains of the ceiling in the
hall of the San Marco School (now the Civilian
Hospital in Venice)
,
"by the remains of sculp-
tures and "by the small statues of the noted
library of the Dominican fathers at 3S. Gio-
vanni e Paolo in Venice, by engravings and
statues wherein Andrea R. and Lorenao Tag-
liapietra were united with him, especially
with the latter who was more renowned, and by
some other smaller works of which the attribu-
tion is not certain.
According to him, the statue is veil modeled, well
set up, a little violent in its light and shade,
with the restiveness of the Baroque influence, but
it suffices to show what kind of an
come dimostrano l*altare e la statua di San
Romua^do eseguiti per la bella chiesa lom-
bardesca di San Michele in isola, i resti
del soffitto nel salone della Scuola di San
Marco, ora Ospedale civile in Venezia; i resti
degli intagli e le piccole statue della mon-
umentale lib^eria dei padri domenicani ai
SS. Giovanni e Paolo in Venezia, intagli e
statue cui concorsero Andrea Rocchi e Lorenzo
Tagliapietra di lui , il secondo specialmente
,
piu rinomati, e qualche altra opera minore
di non sicura at tribuzione .
"
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early education the eyes of the little Gian Battista
had, teaching him to sense the tones of light and
3
shadow. Charles Blanc goes further when he
4
says
:
He was the son of a wood carver (sculptor
in wood)
,
originally of Pederoba, in the
terrotory of Trevise, and as a small child
he took pleasure in seeing his father at work,
who had to use a lamp, day and night, probably
to distinguish the intaglios and the reliefs
of the sculptures. This constant display of
the light effects impressed him so that his
young imagination, startled by the phenomena
of light and shade, thus received a lasting
impression.
Darner ini. I Pittori Veneziani del f 700
, p. 18
Charles Blanc. Ecole Venetienne . p. 48:
"II etait fils d'un sculpteur en bois,
originaire de Pederoba, dans le territoire de
Tre'vise, et, tout enfant, il prenait plaisir
a voir travaiUer son pere, qui, le jour et la
nuit, se servait d'une lampe, sans doute pour
mieux se rendre compte des creux et des reliefs
de sa sculpture. Ce spectacle continu des
effets de lampe le frappa tellement, que sa
jeune imagination, travaillee par les phe'homenes
du clair-obscur , en recut pour toujours 1' im-
pression ."
%
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TKta lakes a charming picture for the imagination
to feed upon.
leyond this we know little, except that he
was inclined toward painting rather than sculp-
ture, and that he entered the school of Antonia
Molinari, one of the better painters of that
time, much praised for correctness of drawing,
harmony of color and nobility of expression. At
this school Piazzetta made rapid progress, but de-
siring to become more perfect in his work he was
advised to go to nearby Tologna to Giuseppe
,raria Crespi, called "lo Spagnuolo," who also en-
joyed a large and much merited fame in Venice. An
anecdote is related by Moschini to some purpose and
which is probably not far from the truth, for it
seems authentic from the inclusion of the story
in the papers of ^asso, to -vhom it was told by
An tonia T rarinetti , a student of Piazzetta.
Piazzetta, according to this story, departed,
armed with a letter for Grespi, in which he was
recommended to the master as an unknown young
man but one who had been early initiated into the
••
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art of painting, and desired that the master help
him in every way. Crespi greeted him with much
kindness and cordiality, but either not being
favorably impressed by the youngman's appearance
or doubting his ability and his desire for paint-
ing, he suddenly launched forth into a long dis-
course to explain thoroughly all the difficulties
he was going to meet and to dissuade him from con-
tinuing such a difficult career. In order to
make it perfectly clear to the young student he
asked him to prove what he could do. Piazzetta
immediately sat hi. If down to fulfill the obli-
gation of this test and painted a half-length
picture of The Virgin and Child to show his abili-
ty to Crespi. After having looked again and a-
gain in eloquent 3ilence at the picture, this wise
man exclaimed: "You come to lologna to me to teach
you how to paint? You can get no more knowledge
from me. It is I who have need of going to you."
So he joined him as a companion, wishing to keep
him as a guide in studying and copying the more
famous works, and the models of the best school of
Bologna.^"
1. Aldo Rava, G. 3. Piazzetta , p. 4
Danerini, I Pittori Ven ez iani, p. 20
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OiYio Damerinii suggests that, granting this
story be true, it must also be granted that, in
telling it, Piazzetta was trying to impress upon
his students the importance of their master."*"
Another circumstance in his life shows that
he was a little inclined to boast about himself
and was endowed with a pompous spirit. The fol-
lowing is his short letter of thanks, dated
October 25, 1727, when he was elected member to
the Accademia Clementina of iologna:
As to this singling out of
genius, I cannot do other than to agree
that you are right, and, therefore, render
you devotion and thanks and hope that I
may become useful in obeying your reverend
commands which I do not disdain, and also
I have a sincere desire to honor you with
an interest that comes from the obligation
to serve you and, even at so great a dis-
tance, to repay you for the esteem and par-
2ticular devotion which you profess for me.
1 . Dame r i n i , I Pittori Veneziani, p. 20
2. Letter in the Archivio de lla R. Accadem i a di
Belli Arti di 3olo^na . Aldo Rava,G . B .
Piazze tta
, p. 55.
Damerini, p. 20.
"
. . .A tanta part iculorita di genio
io non posse altro che corrispondert-. con un di-
voto rendimento di grazie e dove mai fosse val-
evole per i suoi riverti comandi non iadegni,
»
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Very little is said about his stay and his
/ork in 3ologna nor are there many notes
concerning him in other places where he lived
during his Long and ousy life. It seems that he
was wholly dedicated to his family and to his
work. From the paternal home in Parrochia di
"anta 3ofia, he moved to Ponte dei Haloni a "an
OregorLa. He married Rosa lrazzioli and had two
children, one whose name was "-iacono, and the
other, who died while still young, was called
Antonia.
TT e has been described by his contemporaries
as a man o^ ordinary stature, regular features,
of an expression thoughtful and a little sad.
TTis manner was affaDle and courteous, but he was
given somewhat to melanchol}' and had a great love
of solitude. Enamored by and profoundly wrapt
up in his work, in which he tried most conscien-
tiously to gain perfection but never was able to
satisfy himself, he gave it all his days.^
V. 3. 111*?* - di onorate il piu sincero et in-
teressato impegno che ho di servirla; mentre
vivamente desidero anche in tanta distanza di
rilevare la stima particolar devozione con cui
mi professo . . "
3. Aldo Rava, G. 3. Piazzetta
, p. 7.
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This was an age when so many painters travel-
led abroad from Italy, satisfying their love for
adventure at the invitation of some sovereign.
But not so did Piazzetta, who probably never was
very far beyond the Venetian Province, however,
this did not prevent him from being made a com-
missioner for strangers in Venice and interpret-
ing to them the galleries and the churches. Be-
sides the honor previously mentioned of being
elected to the Accademia Clementina of Bologna,
he was also made first director of the Public
Academy for Painting in 1750, which was started
by decree of the Senate.
He did many religious paintings, genre and
porttaits, but he worked with ' rreat slowness of
method, which often caused him to lose commis-
sions, ^is patience was great and he was con-
stantly studying and modifying his compositions
until they suited him more nearly."'' The one
ceiling which he did is in the church of 33. Giov-
anni e Paolo in Venice, and is a lovely piece of
Baroque painting and composition.
1. Tancred Borenius, Burlington Magazine , Vol.30, 1917.
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Toward the end of his life he worked on some
illustrations for Tasso' s Jerusalem Delivered for
the fine edition to be published by his friend,
Giovanni lattista Albrizzi. It is said he wished
to charge too dearly for doing the engravings,
so that part of the work was given to another.^
The engravings done from his paintings by
Pitteri, Pelli and Monaco, masters of this age of
excellent craftsmanship, are said to ^ave brought
him more fame than the paintings themselves. His
love for light and shadow lent itself well to the
2
engraver' s art
.
Lanzi speaks of his caricatures in the pos-
session of Count Leopardi d'Orsimo as being ad-
mirable, which is high praise from so unsympa-
3
thetic a critic.
Toward the end of his life he and his family
found themselves almost destitute and at his death,
April 28, 1754, his close friend ,A1 brizzi , gener-
ously defrayed all the expenses, and had him
1. Charles 31anQ» Ecole Venetienne
2. Lanzi, history of Italian Pa inting, p. v 30
7> . Charles 31anc, Ecole Venetienn e
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buried in Chiesa della Fava, and on his tomb put
this epitaph:
M. 3.
TOH. BATISTAM PIAZZETTA VENST
A
PI CTOREM EGREG HUT
ET JMICTJM DESIDERATISSI1.IHI
TOH. 1APTI3TA ALBRIZZI
IN HOC SEP. FAMILLIAE ST TAE
JXICITJE MEMOR. INWSRRI C TrRAVTT
A1HT R . 3. TT5CCLIV V. KAL . TrA.TA3
.
•
PA TITTER 3 IIOLTJENCING THE WORK 0? PIAZZETTA
Without dou"bt Piazzetta was to a great de-
gree a true disciple of the lolognese School,
of that particular style which the Carracci
initiated. However, in our master's work the
eclecticism of these three brothers had gained
force and vigor. Perhaps the academic work
taught oy their school was an excellent back-
ground for him, keeping the goal of perfection
constantly in his mind. His work is the least
for there is little of the grand spirit in the
works of this brother, who followed sentimental-
ism frankly.
The moody, shy Annibale Carracci was more
akin to him, with his Titan ambitions and fond-
ness for realism, with the urge to cut free from
the academicians around him. However the charm-
ing landscapes which he introduced into his works
play little part in the paintings of Piazzetta,
to whom the figure was the-ms^t important.
THE CARRACCI
like Ludovico brothers
,
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m
Agostino Carracci, the academician of the
three, probably was the one who inspired him with
the intellectual interest in the technique of
perfect drawing and beautiful composition, which
eventually found its way to the great Tiepolo. 1
carayaggio.
How much Piazzetta was influenced by Cara-
vaggio is a question, for he never sacrificed
noble form for the common and supernatural as did
that founder of modern realism. Ferhaps his
feeling for figures pressing forth in dazzling
light from out the gloom may have come somewhat
from seeing the works of this artist, just as
much as from holding the lamp over his father'
s
shoulder that his father might see to do his wood
carving in the night-time. However, in the
painting of 3. .Tacopo and the Execut ioner there
is quite a touch of the Caravaggiesque in its
• brutality of feeling and accent on the proletarian
2
aspect of life as well as the sinister and savage
^ much like Caravaggio' s Entombment in the Vatican.
1. Father, Italian Tainti ng ,
p. 4bD
2 . The same
.
p* 453
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GIOVANrTI FRANCESCO 3ARBIBRI
Called GUEROTNO (The squint-eyed)
(1590-1666)
Undoubtedly this master had much to do with
molding Piazzetta' s style of painting. This
genius, born in Cento, verrarese territory, in
1590, was one who kept true to his own individu-
al nature and work, never beinp much influenced
by the teachers with whom he studied* In his
early works there does seem to be something that
smacks of Caravaggio in his violent and daring
contrasts of light and shade and a certain harsh-
ness of chiaroscuro. Roberto Longhi claims that
Caravaggio had more influence on Cuercino than is
generally claimed. u e also makes an interesting
observation on the difference in the technique of
the two,- that Caravaggio* s stroke is close, ser-
ried ant' hardly visible, while Guercino cannot
leave aside a certain overpowering love for a
weaving stroke.^"
Later, in his second style, when he was at
his prime, his true worth stood forth in his more
1. Roberto Longhi, The Climax of Caravaggio 1 s
Influence on Guercino Art in A-meria*, Vol. 14
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elevated taste and the grandeur of his composi-
tions. He also developed more beauty, charm and
sweetness in coloring and he was master in creat-
ing a fine expression in the faces so delicately
drawn by his brush. Instead of the clashing
darks and lights, he now shows extraordinary
skill at relief.
Kuch of this too can be said of our Piazzetta's
work and, although the human figures in his paint-
ings show more of the influence of the Flemish in
their robustness than they do of the more delicate
Italian types of Guercino, still the lightness and
movement of the flying angels find a close rela-
tionship to those of the earlier master.
One very lovely picture by Ouercino in his
third style, wherein he began to emulate the
sweetness of Guido Rent, is the Annunc iat ion
in the Forli Gallery. The composition seems to
be in two angles, one above the other. The space
within the lower one is filled with the gloom of
a dark background from which stands out the rever-
ent, kneeling figure of a gentle, sweet-faced
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Tirgin whose head is bowed in contemplation of
the news which the angel has .just brought. At the
left is a charming putto which has just flown
down to glimpse this lovely girl. In the bright-
ness of the angle above is the "'•''.her, himself,
nobly interpreted by the artist, jurrourided by
clouds and flying cherubim, while towards him,
gracefully mounting on feathery wings, wrapt in
loosely rippling drapery, comes the heavenly mes-
senger to tell how his glorious message had been
received
.
The beauty of facial expression which, was
Guercino 1 s was never gained by Piazzetta, but
the latter excelled in his use of chiaroscuro
in rounding the figure, bringing it opulently
out from the background. In his Ascension of
the Virgin and Kcstacy of St. Franc i3 , his mov-
ing winged figures, ascending heavenward with a
rippling of drapery are reminders of the Gabriel
of Guercino' s masterpiece. There is also a
similarity in the interpretation of David with
Goliath* s Head , one by Guercino and one by
Fiazze tta.
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DOMENICO PET
I
( ? -1624)
Domenico Feti of Rome received his&ehooling
under Cigoli and later studied at the court of Man-
tua from the best Lombard models. Titian, ^orregio,
Tintoretto, and Rubens had been In the service of
this same court so he had much of the best to fol-
low. His compositions are excellent, but often he
makes the mistake of being too s^jjSetrical in his
grouping. In fact he frlls much below Piazzetta
in variety as veil as harmony. In The Lost 3hecp
and the Parable of the Bl ind Ken In the Dresden
Gallery, the figures do not have the majesty of
Piazzetta' s and are not so closely grouped. In his
painting of the actor, Gabrielli, now hung in the
Hermitage, we find more of the qualities which found
their way into Piazzetta 1 s painting. It is excel-
lent as a portrait, for it has character in the face
and stands out in bold relief from the background.
•
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JAN LY3
( P -1626)
Lys was a most gifted Fleming from Oldenburgh who
found his way down to Venice bringing with him the
style of Golzio. He studied with Feti, whom he
soon surpassed, and developed an exceedingly grace-
ful style which was Italian in design and Flemish
in tints. At first, he had some mannerisms and a
heavy quality, which he soon overcame, and he devel-
oped into 8 surprisingly vigorous and energetic
painter, and many of his smaller pa in oings show care-
ful research and finish. He often seemed desirous
of imitating Paul Veronese, and became a very suc-
cessful copyist of this Venetian.
It may be from Jan Lys that Piazzetta acquired
his predilection for the thoroughly healthy looking
ladies, almost Rubens-like in their proportions.
In The (la mo of Kora , which is at Cassel, Lys has
painted a genre picture in which we see ihe same
vigorous lines, the same fine composition of mas-
ses, and the same suggestion of motion that we
find in Piazzetta 1 s works. The girl sitting at the
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table in The Game of Mora
,
by Lys, reminds us of the
central figure in The Fortune Teller by our artist.
The Ecstacy of St. Jerome, by Lys, in the Church of
Tolentini, Venice, is in much the same style as is
Piazzetta's religious paintings,- the saint mount-
ing towards the sky upheld in his journey by an
angel. However, in Piazzetta's there is more ele-
gance and finish, a more striking composition.
Zanetti says of Lys that lie was an Oldenbur-
ghese who lived for some time in Venice and died
as one of the celebrated printers in that city, and
that he left to his most honored memory his work,
^t
.
Giro lam.oj visited by an Angel, in the court-
yard of the Chiesa de ' Teatini - "opera di bellis-
simo gusto, e di buon caratarre
.
tt ^
BER3ARD0 3TR0ZZI
(II Cappuccuni)
(1581-1644)
Bernardo Strozzi was a native of Genoa, where
he had become a priest. On account of his mother
and sister needing his financial support he was al-
1. Z&netti, Delia Pittura Veneziana, p. 657
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lowed to leave the cloister, but, when his mother
died and his sister married, he refused to return
to his order. He was soon forciably recalled to
it and sentenced to three years imprisonment. He
mede his escape and found refuge in Venice where
he became a secular priest and a pe inter.
Strozzi was highly esteemed as an artist in
Venice. In comparison with the best colorists, his
paintings would stand out on account of the vigor,
naturalness and harmony of his style. He was a
fine portrait pp inter and gsve force and energy to
the expressions of the faces depicted. There is
also 8 greet deal of vivacity in his works, and Pia
zzetta must have studied his paintings in Venice
to gain the ability he used in depicting nature and
giving life and energy to his figures.
GIOSEPPE EAR IA CRESPI
(Lo Spagnuolo)
( 1665-1747)
It is said that Crespi was given his nickname
of Lo Spagnuolo on account of his neatness of at-
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tire . He \v?s first taught by Canuti, then by
Cignani. He set himself to copying assiduously the
paintings by the Caracci at Bologna. He desired
to find a new style by combining his knowledge of
the printings of such masters as Corregio, Baroccio
and Guercino. He succeeded, but not wholly to ?iis
credit, for, in his desire for ?n unusual develop-
ment ,hcs^
<JT
^eteriorat ed into mannerisms. Lanzi says
that he drew everything from nature and even had a
camera optica in his house from which he copied the
objects that offered themselves to view and remarked
the various play and picturesque reflections of the
vivid light.''' Sometimes his designs became fan-
tastic in his search for the original, and he un-
fortunately changed his method of applying paint
from the sound manner of the older painters to a
more superficial type, which, on account of oils and
gums, gave a good effect at the time but were not
lasting.
Such was the contemporary and friend of Piaz-
setta, who, it is believed, most influenced him.
I cannot quite feel that his influence was as im-
1. Lanzi, History of Painting, vol. Ill, p. 1C2
t»
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portant as that of the older painters previously
mentioned, for surely Piazzetta does not become too
mannered and fantastic, after the manner that can be
seen in Crespi 1 s compositions in his decorations for
the Palazzo Peopoli. It is possible, however, that
he did influence Piazzetta in the matter of painting
materials, for it has been an unfortunate fact that
some very interesting paintings by Piazzetta cannot
now well be judged on account of their deterioration.
ANTONIO MOLIMRI
Of the teacher of Piazzetta, Zanetti writes
that he was a vigorous and original genius:
who did not let himself be transported from
the gloomy school of Zanchi in which he had
made his first studies, although with ideas
of loveliness and nobility which he had in
his soul, he created his own style and made
himself a commended master. Yet he retained
something from the first practices, namely,
the facility to handle the colors and the
knack of shading which he delighted in, hand-
ling it in a soft and pleasing manner. His
44
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figures are well reasoned out, the forms are
rather elegant, the expressions are happy,
the garments are rich and all of his works
have a fine unity and a suave harmony. This
unity and this harmony , nevertheless , does not
always bring out great strength in the re-
lief of the depicted objects, a defect, how-
ever, which is not always found in the pic-
tures of this skillful man.-'-
1. Zanetti, Delia Pittura Veneziana
, p. 532.
"che non si lascib transportare dalla tene-
brosa scuola del Zanchi in cui fece i primi
suoi studj; ma con le idee di vaghezza e di
nobilita che avea nell' animo creo il proprio
suo stile, e si fece commendato Maestro. Se
pure qualche cosa ei ritenne delle prime in-
stituzioni fu la facilita di maneggiare il
colore, e l'artifizio dell 1 ombreggiare,
ch'egli tutfcavia rallegr^o con dolce e delette-
vol maniera. Le figure sue hanno buona ragione,
le forme eleganti sono abbastanza, le fisonomie
liete; ricco e il vestire; *e il tuttinsieme
delle opere sue ha un bell 1 accordo, e una
soave armonia. Q,uest 1 accordo, e quest'
armonia null adimeno non ammettea sempre gran
forza nel rilievo degli oggetti dipinti, difet-
to per altro che non sempre trovasi nelle
pitture di questo valentuomo."
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LITERARY CRITICISMS OF PIAZZETTA
It is interesting to compare the different opinions
of some of the best known writers as they come down
through the ages on the particular genius or lack of
genius of our painter.
DESCRIPTIONS OF PIAZZETTA* 3 7/ORK
'•Gran Maestro d' ombra e di lume, fu il nostro
Piaasetta," is Zanetti*s^ characterization and it
is a most just description of him. Zanetti, writing
in the latter part of the eighteenth century, goes
on to say that, through his mastery of light and
shadow, he brought no little honor to the Venetian
school
:
Great master of light and shade was our
Piazzetta and with this style did he bring no
small honor to the Venetian School; thus his
drawings and the engravings treated by him
were sought after by the most cultured nations
and were seen with admiration and esteem.
He had brought this part of the drawing to
sublimity, for not only did he use it in his
works which were of a certain taste of shading,
1. Zanetti, Sella Pittura Veneziana
, p. 490.
"Gran Maestro d' ombra e di lume, fu il nostro
Piazzetta; e in questo genere fece egli non
poco onore alia scuola Veneziana; onde i disegni
suoi e gl* intagli da essi tratti, venlsgono ricer-
cati dalle piu cotte nazioni, e veduti con
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as some say, but he marked and determined with soft
precision all the parts which are included in this
shading by means of reflections and very strong
shadows opportunely disposed, but always according
to truth. It seems to me that one can understand
whence came this special study of his and can see
the evident origin of it. He was the son of a wood
carver and since childhood he must have had the
works of his father, who was versed in his profes-
sion, always under his eyes. Day and night he saw
piacere ed estimazione. Ha egli ridotta questa parte del
disegno alia sublimita poiche non solamente us6 nelle
opere sue d*un certo gusto di macchia, siccome dicono,
ma ne segno e decise con dolce precisione tutte le
parti, che in essr. macchifi. 3ono comprese, col mezzo
de' riflessi, e con l*arte di fortissimi scuri oppor-
tunamente disposti con ^ajuto sempre della verita,.
Pare a me di porter caprie donde naxcesse questo suo
stuiio particolare, e di venderne i chiari principj.
Era egli figliuolo d' uno scultore in legno e dovea
da fanciullo aver sempre sotto gli occhi i lavori del
padre, che dotto era nella sua professione. Di giorno
e di notte vedeagli a lume di lucerna con quell* atten-
zione, che propria de figliuotetti e di quelli spezial-
mente che han genio. ^uindi cred' io che la di lui
tenera fantasia ne restasse talmente irapressa, che col
crescer degli anni si trovasse gia piena abbastanza
d'ajuti per fondare lo studi grande d'un ricercatissimo
chiarascuro. Aggiungasi la facilita del modellare in
figure ch* egli dovette apprendre in quei tempi istessi:
studio tanto lodato da* precettori di pittura; e molto
Utile infattd per vedere nella verita accidenti d' ombre
e di iumi, che difficilmente puo il pirrore da se im-
maginare. Da queste ottime pratiche ne recevettero gran
merito anche le di lui opere dipinte; e benche non si no
forse felici nel colorito, no manca ad esse il merito
di buona dottrina, e d' intelligenza.
"
4•
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him by the light of an oil lamp and he watched
him with that attention which is characteristic
of little boys and especially of those who have
genius. Therefore I think that his tender imag-
ination was so much impressed by it that with the
increase of the years he was already equipped
enough to found the great studio of exquisite
light and shade. If we add to this the fa-
cility in figure modeling that he must have ac-
quired in those same days, a study so recommended
by the art teachers; for it is very useful to see
in nature the accidental lights and shadows
which the painter cannot easily imagine. Prom
these excellent practises his painted works also
received the benefit and, although they are
perhaps not so good in coloring, they do not lack
the merit of excellent knowledge and intelligence.
•
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Lanzi, whose History of Painting was published
in 1809, is not always quite so complementary.
He speaks of the free and open style of his early work,
and thinks that, through his knowledge of the effects
of light on wood, gained in his father's shop, "he
was enabled to draw with considerable judgment and ex-
act precision, the several parts that are compre-
hended in the shadowing, owing to which art his de-
signs were eagerly sought after and his works en-
graved with assiduity." Then he goes on to say that
"his method of coloring, however, diminished in great
measure the chief merit of his pictures. Thus
his shades having increased and altered, his lights
sunk, his tints become yellow, there remains only
an inharmonious and unformed mass, which the vener-
ators of names, indeed, may admire, but can hardly
give the reason why. .here we happen to
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meet with a few pf his pictures in good preserva-
tion, the effect is altogether so novel and original
as to make a strong impression at first sight, more
especially where the subject requires a terrific
expression, as that of his Seheadinr, of St. John ,
the Baptist, in Prison. . . . yet if we ex-
amine him more narrow 1 ; he will not fail to displease
us by that monotonous and mannered color of lakes and
yellows, and by that rapidity of hand, by some called
spirit, though to others these often appear neglect,
desirous of abandoning its labor before it is com-
plete. . . . Piazzetta could hardly boast strength
enough to deal with pictures abounding with figures,
and havin received a commission from a Venetian
noble to represent the Rape of the Sabines, he spent
many years exeaAA-Cv\gr it
Lanzi's judgment about the rapidity of his work
certainly differs from the idea of Piazzetta' s slow-
ness and conscientiousness fourd in Studi in Pit tura
written by Piazzetta himself. Trncred 3orenius feels
that Lanzi is wrong in such criticism. ^iazzetta's
great slowness of method caoised him to lose cornmis-
1. Lanzi, history of Painting in Italy, p. 300
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sions. The many paintings of the Sacrific e of
Abraham show how patient and tenacious he was in
modifying his scheme of composition. 2
uorrado Ricci, in his Art in Northern Italy
,
a recent work, says that he founded himself on the
model of the Bolo^nese, Gre spi, whence he gets his
love for violent lights and shadows, contrasting and
exaggerating them, and that he places silvery tints
in the place of the old Venetian golden tones. He
also speaks of his "elegant fancy." 3
"G'est un Caravage venitien" writes Charles
Blanc, who praises him for his strong contrasts of
light and shade, which were no mannerisms with him
but perfectly natural. lie gave the effect of actual
living beings, turning the contours with precision
and modelling the figures in masses, giving the re-
flections of light their right tone and their right
4place
.
In The Vene t ian School of P ainting
,
Evelyn
Inarch Phillips quotes the phrase of Charles Blanc
2. '-L'ancred Borenius, Notes on uiovanni Battista
Piazzetta
,
Burl. Mag. 1917.
3. lUcci, Art in Northern Italy
,
p. 87
4. ^lanc, Hcole Venetierme
,
p. 48
•
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"a Venetian Caravaggio" as descriptive of Piaazetta's
paintings, of his strong and daring "brush work."
1
Professor Giuseppe Fiocco of Padua gives the
following estimation of Piazzetta 1 s work, for which
he has great enthusiasm:
His spiritual and artistic value cannot
find an equal unless it be in that great per-
son of Rembrandt, "but it was neither solely
"because of Rembrandt nor because of Caravag-
gio that it had unfolded. In common with
the supreme Fleming he has the the love for
the soft prevading of shadows and lights,
for that caress of dark spaces, assembling
in itself so much mystery and so many at-
tractions, but its tints are of an unheard
of gamut, volcanic and sulphureous, as if the
bodies of his pictures were illuminated by
reflections and rolled up in the fumes of a
glowing crater, reddish and ardent like
molten iron before it cools.
1. Phillips, "Venetian School of Painting, p. 288.
2. Fiocco, Dedalo , Anno 2, Vol. 1, 1921, p. 101.
"II suo valore spirituale e artistico non
pub trovar paragone se non in quelle altissimo di
Rembrandt; ma ne con Rembrandt nd con Caravaggio
soltanto si potrebbe spiegare. Ha con il soiamo
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Aldo Rava, in his monograph on Piazzetta, sums up the
value of this man to the world » thus:
In the valuation of the artistic merits of Piazzetta
and in the determination of the position which he occu-
pied among the Venetian painters of his time and even
todays in which finally his works have become released
from the unjust oblivion and are much sought and admired,
they are generally given no ether merit than that of hav-
ing recovered a manner of depicting by violent contrasts
of light and shade. Uow that he is studying the master-
pieces of that school in Bologna and sees Crespi paint,
he is possessed with the idea of transporting such a
school to Venice as a new method based on strong ef-
fects of light and shade, which surprised his contempo-
raries and which, more than any other method, brought
out in him his natural abilities ;for it must have seemed
to him more natural than any other method to satisfy his
eyes with the effect of the old wood carvings.
fiarnmingo l r amore per il morbido compenetrarsi di ombre e
di luci, per quella carezza della tenebra che raduna in
se tanti misteri e tante attr? ^.ione » ma le sue tinte
sono di gamma inaudita, vuleanica e sulfurea, come se
i corpi delle sue pitture fossero illuminati dai riflessi
e involti dai fumi di un ardente cratere; roggi e fer-
venti al pari di colata ferrea prima di raffreddarsi."
3. Rava, G. B. Piazzetta, p. 28.
"Nella valutazione dei meriti artistici del
Piazzetta, nella determinazione del posto che
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SOME OF THE WORKS BY G. B. PIAZZETTA
(i. 3. Piazzetta did much work for the chur-
ches and was a friend of many of the fathers in
Venice, who often gave him commissions through
their churches. By far the greatest number of his
works fre religious paintings, 1 and he did these
with a great sense of devoi.ion and reverence, of
which many pa inters at this time seemed thorough-
ly incapable.
3. DOMENICO IN GLoRiA
His only cei] ing decoration of which we have
any record is in the Church of Ss. iovanni e
Paolo in Venice, - 3. Domenico in Gloria, probably
completed between 1705 and 1733. ^-t one time this
was attributed to Giambattista. Tiepolo, so far had
Piazzetta' s name and work been forgotten in his
egli occupa fra i pittori veneziani del suo tempo,
ancora oggi in cui finalmente i suoi lavori vengono
sottratti all'ingiusto oblio e sono tanto ricer-
sati e ammiKrati, si suole generalmente riconos-
Q'.srgli non altro merito che quello di avere ritro-
vato una maniera di dipingere assai forte per vio-
lenti contra.sti di luci e di ombre.
Ora che egli studiando a Bologna i capolavori di
quella scuola e vedendo dipingere il Crespi si sia
impossessato trasporta.ndola poi a \ enezia, di una
nuova maniera basata sui forti effetti di chiaro-
scuro, che sorprese i suoi coot emporanei e che
dove^va me^lip li qualsiasi altra riuscirgli natur-
al e i^/stft>l occhi di antico scultore in legno."
n i n, ,r- n a r> ~ ,-. ^ ,-> + + ^ v> ? o
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his native city. 1 during the World " !ar, on
September 12, 1916, to be exact, a bomb was drop-
ped from a uerman aircraft on the vaulting of the
church, badly injuring this ceiling, which is de-
scribed by T. Borenius as having "exquisite har-
monies of luminous rose and amber tints and rich
creamy whites, a few deeper or more sonorous notes
being struck here and there, e. g. in the backs of
the habits or in the blue of one of the angels
carrying the saint."
'here is no doubt that there is much similar-
ity between this beautiful composition of flying
figures , excellently drawn and perfectly foreshort-
ened, and the work of Tiepolo. The sky, covered
with fleecy clouds, is the background, and, in the
Clouds
center of the ceiling, th£sC
A
open: to give the sense
of the brighter space in the heavens beyond, filled
with the scarcely discerned figures of a nge 1 s,&nd the Blessed l/tvgtw.
Towards this opening the restless life in the
1. Aldo Rava, p. 14.
One of the religious pa int i ngs , Annuo i a t ion-, at
the Museum, at Frankfort has been atributed
to &. 3. Pittoni rather than Piazzetta, by
Prof. Fiocco in his Venetian Pa inters.
2. 1 ancred Borenius, Burlington Magazine, Nov. 1916.
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painting is turning. Saint Uominic, with his
arms outstretched, face raised to the blessings
of heaven, a rich dark cloak flying from his shoul-
ders, stands on a cloud which is supported by an-
gels. Although these angel figures are flying
as lightly as the air itself, they are given strength
by the exceptional modelling of lights and darks,
so that one does not have any fear that they cannot
support their burden. Tnis group is balanced on
the other side by an angel
,
playing a cello, on an-
other fleecy cloud, and the dark instrument , against
the etheral light of the open space in the midst
of "he clouds, makes it all the brighter by con-
trast, on the very edge of the ceiling stands a
superbly drawn group of Dominican fjnorvks, the
white robe of one, who is pointing toward the won-
drous vision of the saint, is brought out vividly
by the dark robe of his older friend beside him.
At the corners of the ceiling are four monochrome
medallions of four half-length , seated figures
representing Faith, Charity, Justice and -fortitude.
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E3STACY OF 3AI1K FRANCIS
One of the most spiritual an^ inspiring paintings by our artist
is the Ecstasy of Saint Francis. In its spirit of uevotion this
painting is aicin to the Maaonna ana Child with Saints in the Collection of
and
Honorable -ilvin T. Fuller,/ addea to this fine c inception of the
mystical quality of this event in the life of Saint Francis are
many symbols of the stigmata. The Saint has fallen inert anu uncon-
conscious into the outstretcheu arms of an angel .vho has flown down
to succor him in this terrible ana awe inspiring moment of his
life, when he receives the same wounds that the Savior received
upon the Cross. On one outstretched hand can be seen clearly
the mar* left by the piercing nail. Hanging from a scaffolding,
on a projecting branch, is a bucket covered by a napkin. Pre-
sumably this is symbolical of the Holy Grail. Below the saints
foot is the symbol of death - a stcull. At the side opposite the skuUl
is just a glimpse of the bacK of a ir.on<c who is so engrossed in
his study that he is totally oblivious to the wonder going on Be-
fore him.
The part of the composition is strong anu well inter-
woven, in much the same manner as that of the ".'adonna an^. St.
Fillipo ITeri . The largely robed bouy of St. Francis swings ±nto •
the light, floating figure of the angel,while above, set off by a dark
cloud are two putti. These two little figures are caught into the
swinging line
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of the composition by the back thrown head and the upward look
of the angel. It is also interesting to notice that here again
;
»
the cloud is useu as a support. This particular cloud^thrust
unaer the arm of Saint .Francis holus most of his weight.
The draughtsmanship of the figures is, with a few exceptions,
very fine. The figure of Saint Francis is most convincingly and
solidly done, while along with this fine stuuy there is great
nobility of expression in the face. It is typically the sensi-
tive face of the ascetic. The urapery is graceful and well
simplified; each line seems necessary to the beauty of the com-
position. The line of the cowl is fine in its clear cut line
as it meets the arm of the angel and in so doing directs the
attention at once to the heavenly being's strong and beautifully
drawn arm as it resses a piece of cloth against the wound in
the side of the saint. This arm stands out forcefully ana
brilliantly against the darker values behind and is exquisite
in form. The anatomy brought out in light and shade is pre-
cisely done, which shows ?iazzetta*s careful stu-y of nature.
The upturned face of the angel, eyes turned heavenward is
arresting, for even in its serious comprehension of the tragedy
of the stigmata it still seems to have the features of a very
ordinary earthly, Mortal. One can imagine it is a very good
likeness of some Venetian who happened to pose for our artist.
Unfortunately in this otherwise excellent draughtsmanship there
is a very serious flaw. The leg of the otherwise excellently
done angel/seems to be incorrectly arawn. Besides, the position
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is an ugly one, not at all in <eeping with the supposed grace
of these supernatural beings. I doubt if it was carefully
studied. The foot ana ankle seen especially poor, as if care-
lessly thrown in as an afterthought. The ankle seems too thick
and misplaced
, while not enough can oe seen of the foot.
There is another flaw in one of the symbols of the picture ; ir±
the perspective of the pail projecting from the scaffold.
Perhaps Piazzetta intenaea it to be old and bent, but even at
its worst, it doesn't seem jossible that the onlooker should
see so -.uch of the bottom of the pail when the line of the rim
is so straight. It seems too bad that a master should miss in
doing these few small details and fall from pleasant idealism into
the ugliness of careless work.
However, from this bit }f unfortunate work (or lacK: of work)
we can turn for mare cheerful consideration of the chubby .little
bodies of the two flying putti. The lights and darks bring out
the soft round curves of the childish flesh in a way that is
especially enchanting.
THE LUDONNA Or THE CONCEPTION
This picture, which is in the fioyal Gallery in "'arma, is
interesting , because it shows what Piazzetta can do , when he
strives too hard for a spiritual., up^£tYi^~, expression of the
subject and falls into extremes.
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First, ty>p - or it. ion i? sootty ana unoLeasantly cut up,
and the lights and *&arks are too sharply ' oouiras oca.
This gives a hara mechanical look to the painting. It also looks
as if this was one of the paintings .vhere he experimented with
his color. . The ill directed strokes in the background look as
if he had mixed his oaint with too much oil, and thus maae them
show up unpleasantly.
The Madonna is the outstanding figure, but our attention is
distractea from her by the heaas of angels ana cherubim spotted
here and there, most of them without rhyme or reason. The
position of the hands of one of the angels is the sane as the
:;adonna*s,only they are seen from the back, not the front. The
intent look of an inouisitive cherub peering out of a cloua a
the top of the picture is more amusing -than inspiring. He has
the absorbed look of a young gossipjfar more than the adoring
expression one would expect to find in this heavenly host. Here,
also, many of the angels are clothed in dar.-c uraperies which
gives the'', undue weight ana earthliness.
The dra ;ery around the Madonna swirls in true baroque fashion,
butthis is not what calls our attention to the great difference
between Renaissance and this eighteenth century painting. It is
the face , In this particular face there is Insipidity
even weakness of chaiacter. Ir. the mouth there is decided lack
of firmness. The eyes are very large, for Piazzetta probably,
that hujgzcyti
as did many other painters
,
A thought thatA denoted spirituality.
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The way the eye is set gives an expression of lack of strength
of any kina ana a sicKly sentimentality.
It is interesting to compare it with a head of a Madonna in
vnuch the same position &s this by piazzetta . xhis painting is
Tiepolo's Maaonna of tne r.osary
.
Although
,
we find.th&C
Piazzetia is more apt to paint in a big solid way ana grand
style , still Tiepolo is more successful in depicting the noble
expression that Piazzetta is probably striving after. The
mouth of Tepolo's Maaonna lacks that peculiar droop at the
corners. However, the expression on the Madonna's face shows no
lass of interest in earthly matters. It might be called voluptuous*
but the face of Piazzetta *s Madonna coula be aescritied as vacant
The former is an improvement over the latter, because the face does
have strength, and the eyes, although unnecessarily large, have
character.
ELEA3ER MEET IUG REBECCA aT THE WELL
There is lovely composition in this painting. The figures are
pleasingly placed, the lines are graceful,and both line and value
have simplicity. Beyond this, the simplicity seems to cease
except in the expressions of the heroine ana thefllikable animals
at Eleazer*s side. It seems more like a possible scene at the
village well of some eighteenth century Italian community. It
does not give to Eleazer the character that the Bible narrative
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3uggests
:
"And he said, Lord Goa of my master Abraham, I pray thee,
send me good speed this day, and shew kindness unto my master
Abraham and it came to pass Defore he had done speaKing,
that behold Rebekah came out and when she had done giving
him drink, she said, I will draw water for the camels also,
until they have aone drinking and the man wondering held
his peace and it came to pass that the man took a
golden earring of half a shekel weight and two bracelets
and said, ,Yhose daughter art thou? and the man bowed
down his head and worshipped the Lord anu said Blessed be
the Lord God of my master Abraham, who hath not left desti-
tute my master of his mercy and his truth, I being in the
way, the Lord led me to the house of n:y master*s brethren."
Probably this story came to Piazzetta oy word of mouth rather
hi» Veadtow? etc
than from Athe %ible and naturally he interpreted it into the life
he knew best. The servant in his fine raiment seems thoroughly
charmed by this deligntful, if rather fleshly,maiden. One can-
not quite imagine this Eleazer lifting his thoughts to the Lord
in sincere and reverent prayer. (Bhe young lady just behind
Rebecca seems eager to spread the news, and probably she will
give not too kind a twist to the gossip. All the figures, with
the exception of the cattle, seem to be of the vulgar walk of
life. The animals are far more ideal in their expressions of
simple trustfulness.
An influence of the Netherlands raay have brought this
Rebecca into being. She suggests the types of Rubens. Pro-
bably this influence came through Jan Lys, the
^i era ing . who
painted in Venice. She seems a very robust creature, bu*
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with all this buxomness, Piazzetta ha£ aefiued the velvety softness
of her skin through his flesh tones. In fact the mastery of
expressing different textures is exceptionally fine in this
picture. Unfortunately, here again, we see some loose drawing.
The shoulder of the maiaen as it loses itself in the puffy sleeve
has no relation to the arm below. The arm of the figure near the
edge of the picture seems to huve been poorly foreshortened, also,,
The face of this rather sensuous Rebecca is one that
is found in several of the paintings attributed to ^iazzetta
by Aldo Rava. Such a painting is that of Susanna -and the
two old rr.en. In the Madonna of the Conception j'ust mentioned
there is great similarity of feature. The setting of the eyes
seems characteristic of th&s type, ana the golaen hair is typical, t
It is the face of a simple Italian girl with none too much
intelligence.
Giuseppe Fiocco in his Ven etian Winters )f the Seicento
and Settecento doubts if this painting is correctly attributed
to Piazzetta. Pe uoes not think it worthy of the master.
•
JOSEPH SOLJ 3Y HIS BRI7TIIREN
This is saicl to be an early work by piazzetta,
and, although fine, it does not show the riper
qualities of the master as does the subtle paint-
ing of the beautiful Madonna and Child with Saints
,
owned by Honorable Alvan T. Fuller, of Boston, Mas-
sachusetts, j-his painting of a Biblical scene is
owned by the Metropolitan Museum, New York; but is
not on exhibition at the present time. I was al-
lowed to view it in one of the storerooms of the
Museum, where I was able to see it at a very close
range. The young Piazzetta 1 use of light and
shadow in 'plein air' is not quite true to nature,
for, where light strikes the faces of all the bro-
thers, as well as the bargaining Egyptian, an odd
shadow has passed across the face and body of the
brother standing, which does not seem to be logi-
cally caused by the body of Joseph as he is being
raised from the well. Although the composition
is not as well worked out as that in his later work,
it shows much thought and study . The figures are
%#
exceptionally well drawn. &ach one seems to have
been carefully studied from nature, although one
has the feeling that this study was done in the
studio rather than in the sunlight, as was custo-
mary in Piazzetta' s time. 3 hero is a true Vene-
tian touch in the care and interest devoted to the
design of the costumes.
The color is ruddy, rather unlike the soft
lovliness of The Madonna and Child with Saints .
In comparison it seems a little harsh. The print
has been applied much as the painter of the last
decade would paint, with full brushstrokes follow-
ing the contours of the body.
ASCENSION Oi? THE VIRuIK
Piazzetta did two Ascensions of the virgin, at
least. In the I'useum at Li11 a is one which is
outstanding. Again we have these angel figures
of aspiration carrying another misty cloud whereon
the virgin is standing, rapt in ecstasy by her
sight of heavenly things. This cloud makes a per-
fect pathway, standing out against a darkened sky,
from the tomb, which she has left crowded about by
•#
mourners, straight toward her destination beyond
the skies above.
in the Uhurch of 3t . Arrigo In Konigsaal is
another Ascension quite different in tone. Proba-
bly this was done towards the latter part of the
artist's life, when he was inclined toward massing
all the figures in sombre shadows. The composi-
tion here is not quite so pleasing as in much of
his other work. The few lights seem a little more
spotted and unattached; the clouds and the Virgin
and
seem heavier; there is far more sa dness
,
/almost an
uncertainty, in the expression of the v irgin, that
the revelation of the heavens which she sees before
her can be anything more than a dream. The angels
have lost their aspirational quality and seem more
of the earth, earthy; while the people below have
lost the dignity and aristocracy of the earlier
picture
.
TJU; V4K*jjJ ANd S.viN'.- FlLLIPO UKRI
One of the loveliest of Piazzetta's religious
paintings is that of the Virgitf and S. Phillpo
Neri, which shows the forceful painting of
Piazzetta at its best. Although there are the
i#
same crossing diagonals binding the important points
of the picture together, the dark shadows of the
rich draperies relate themselves to one another
in a pleasing o curve, which lends much grace to the
composition. The Virgin, regal and somewhat a-
loof, holds a chubby, golden-haired child resting
on a light Baroque cloud and supported by her arm.
Putti are holding above her her rich robe which,
with their aid, swings from her shoulder to the
opposite corner of the painting. Below, amidst
the sombre shadows of the earth, kneels the saint
dressed in rich ecclesiastical robes, but with an
expression of humble adoration on his upturned
face. Again we have the vivid contrast for which
Piazzetta is so noted in the luminosity of the
Virgin and Child against the rich darkness of the
flying robe.
MADONNA AND CHILD WITH SAINTS
This is an exceptionally beautiful picture in
its Italian richness of luminous though soft tones
and the atmospheric depth of the shadows. The

rich, red Italian velvet, which at present forms
the background of this dark-framed picture, rids
in bringing out the charm of its coloring. The
i adonna and the three saints kneeling around her
are all gazing intently n the main figure in the
painting - the Child standing on his mother's knee.
The flesh tones of the baby body have the luminos-
ity of which Professor Fiocco wrote in his article
on Giovanni Battista Piazzetta. 1 The red-gold
and russet are almost indescribable, they are so
well placed to bring out, the modelllmg of the child
and to enhance the feeling of his spirituality.
"the blue of the drapery over the Madonna's knee is
in soft contrast to the golden tones of the Child,
and seems a true Venetian descendant of the deli-
cate blues used by the master, Giovanni Bellini.
The headdress of the mother is dark, falling far
down from over her head and shoulders. Her se-
rious face. is in profile, and just below is the
face, also in profile, of a Dominican saint looking
at his saviour with a strikingly intent gaze of
1. Fiocco, Gjovan Ba ttista Piazzetta
,
-^edalo, 1921

adoration and reverence. His white , Dominican robe,
standing out against the dark mantle of the Virgin,
helps to make him an important figure in the compo-
sition, "he folds of his cloak drop softly about
his figure and the shadows are brought against the
highlights in a. way that reminds one of the me-
thods of our modern Sargent. E >ry fold is fine-
ly model e-d in its decisive wry and each one aids
in rounding out the figure from the background,
as well as adds to the composition. Another saint
stands slightly behind the Chill, more in the shad-
ow of the background, his Dominican hood adding to
the darkness. At the foot of the virgin kneels a
third saint. Besides the luminous glow of the
light spots of the picture there is also something
of a luminosity, as well as a depth and atmos-
phere to the encompassing shadows.
W&6 Siple truly says: "It is r~narkable that
a painting should possess such beauty of colour
in spite of exaggerated contrasts of light and dark.
The tones of the draperies are no' unlike those of
Veronese, but in Piazzetta they have passed out of
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tho day light into the gloom."
THE PICTURES OF MARftRSD SAINTS
Many of the books mention his use of light and
shade to bring out the brutality of martyrdom of
the saints. Blanc says:
"C'est ainsi qu'ayant a peindre a Padue la
decollation de Saint Jean-Baptiste , en concurrence
avec les meilleurs artistes de la contree, il re-
presenta 1' execution du saint, horriblement eclairoe
par une rayon conprirne dans une prison noire, et
il l'emporta sur tons sos riva.uz."^ In the pic-
ture in question, St. John is clothed in white,
one arm b-'ing bound by a strong rope. The light
strikes full upon him while all is dark behind him,
except for a few rays which play upon one side of
the brutal face and arms of the executioner who
is pulling up his sleeves in preparation for the
work before him. Even more striking for a clash-
ing contrast of light and dark is^the i'art.yrdom o f
St. Christopher giving the sense of a villainous
tragedy, of the conflict between the uplifting
1. Ella S. Siple, Burlington F aga.zine, August , 1929
2. Charles Blanc, Ecole Venetionne p. 48

forces of good and the destructive forces of evil.
From Heaven shines a full ray of light upon the
upturned face and shoulders of St. Christopher, and.
upon the rock to which he has been bound. In the
dark, at one side, is the figure of a man who is
holding the cord that binds his wrist; on the other
side is the figure of the executioner, wholly in
the sinister shadow except for a wandering bit of
light that has caught the side of his face and his
arm, which is slowly rising to do its butchery.
SA^&iFlCE OF ABRAHAM
Tancred Rorenius has much to say about
Piazzetta's tenacity and patience in trying to
perfect his compositions, and uses the several pic-
tures of Abraham sacrificing Isaac, the best known
of which is in the Museum at Dresden} and, oddly
enough, Guiseppe Fiocco has attributed this to
tiepolo in his book, Venetian Painters of the
Seicento and the Settecento
.
a If this was by
Piazzetta, it is to be considered as one of his
early works. In this are the composition Tines
1. Tancred Borenius, Burlington Magazine, 1917
2. Fiocco, Venetian Painting of the Seicento and
ana Settecento," Piute 64

of which Piazzetta seemed unusually fond,- that of
two diagonals crossing in the center of the picture.
Borenius thinks this painting, which was acquired
in 1741, has an unpleasant effect of spottiness
caused by the forced opposition of tone, and that
the arrangement is clumsy and lacking in vitality.
The artist seems more interested in the composition
than in a sincere appreciation of the subject.
Another composition of this same subject is
that engraved by Pietro Monaco* When this was ex-
hibited at the Burlington ilouse in 1912, it was
assigned to Ca.ravrggio rather than to Piazzetta.
It is quite different and is more spread out in
design although still keeping true to the crossing
of the diagonals. There is still an effect of
spottiness and a straining to give it force, which
is lost by the scattering of conXrasti-Tag" uaui.es.
The third composition is a painting which was
once in the collection of f"r. Fry, but which, I be-
lieve, is now in the llaroda Gallery. /.gain we
find the diagonals j one running across the shoul-
ders of Abradiam and Isaac and the other crossing by
•
Mr,
coming down the angel's wing and along the edge of
the body of Isaac. This has the strength and vigor
of feeling for which I suspect the artist was striv-
ing. Through the center of the picture comes the
play of that band of white light so dear to Piaz-
zetta. In this light comes the head and arm of
the calm, restraining angel, the tortured face of
Abraham and the white shoulders and bowed head of
the youth. Borenius also speaks of an engraving
by P. A. Kilan of this same subject after Piazzetta,
which is now untraceable, but is said to be in that
collection bought by King George lit, of which Lionel
Gust speaks in the Burlington Magazine for June, 1913
2HE FLAG BEaEEB
Our artist was an admirable painter of genre
scenes, some of which have been attributed to
Murillo. His paintin^ of the Young Ensign
3earer is a favorite. The expression of the
serious, thoughtful boyish face silhouetted against
the folds of the great white flag beside him, which
he holds, and the relaxed grace of the body, with
the arm resting upon a parapet, easily holds the
attention. Tho light strikes full on the flag,
the young, full face, and the rounded, little hand.
~T~- I'ancred Borenius, Bur 1 ington h agaz in e , "19 17.
<
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Again the texture is well defined am the work on the drapery
and vest is done with juicy* well filled brush strokes.
The paint )n the shadows is much thinner. The strokes on the
materials is short and crusted, but thafce/of the background are
long, thin, and powerfully swept in. These background strokes
slightly deviate in iirection to give the effect of atmosphere.
The face is an interesting study; it is so solemn and
thoughtful. There the shaaows meet the light there are^few
sharp lines, thus giving the subtle, delicate roundness of youth.
For lights and shadows it is a superb masterpiece. The hand
that holds the flag has a solid grip. The draughtsmanship is
masterly and the perfect chiaroscuro gives the feeling of the
round flesh of the fingers and palm.
This must be another very excellent portrait of an
Italian youth, ana how ttue the characteristics of the face
and hands are to the types of young Italians we see in America.
today.1
THE FOETOBB TELLER
The Fortune Teller is a. work of Piazzetta^ that is often
reproduced, although I think this artist»s finest and most
typical work is his religious paintings. Again, looking at
the central ana dominating figure, we say "Rubens", although
c
-
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there is a little more Italian grace and softness of line in
the young woman here than one usually f in^s in works by the
Flemish master. However, in the face we don't find the whole-
someness that is found in the faces of Rubens.
The figure is so much like that of one of the young women
in Jan Lys* Game of l.'ora , that it points strongly to the fact
that the influence of thas Fleming must be counted with in the
works of Piazzetta. The other female figure, the fortune
teller, brings out the Flemish type more strongly by contrast,
for she is typically Italian. Her Italian profile is in shadow
ana her dress is dark and her figure is kept compar4tively
small. The form of her young patroness is thus brought out all
the more brilLiantly and sharply. A dazzling light falls
on her kirtle and skirt. The edges of the shadows are broken
although sharply defined in this odd luminosity. The drawing
here is vigorous ana. strong, giving full power to this robust
figure. The pose is extremely semiconscious. There is a
mincing grace in the turn of the head crowned Dy a rounu urimmed
hat set at a coquettish angle, as well as tne daintily posed,
stalwart arm. From unaer this arm peers a tiny, submissive
looking little dog.
This picture is excellent in illustrating Piazzetta's
intense play of lights ana darks in contrast. There is
little reason for such a giare of light falling on the main
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figure, neither is there any natural logic for the somberness
of the enclosing shadows creeping from the background onto this
brilliancy. It does give the odd effect of skys just before
sudden squalls, and is thoroughly dramatic.
STUDY Or TWO HB«.DS - I DRIVING
)
Piazzetta is rightly famed for his drawings. In his sketches
the play of light and dark does not become to aggressive. Here
the consci^ -ousness of his intelligent study is shown at its
best.
. ie drawings are beautifully solid ana vigorous. The
faces in this study of two heads are natural ana charming in
their total unconsciousness. The composition is pleasing, also.
is
The face of the girl/above and is slightly overlapped by the
head of the man below.
In the chiaroscuro there is fine and subtle simplicity.
The soft shadows on the f ^ces are aelicately modulated with
just here and there a few sharp high lights. It is interesting
to see how even in value he Keeps the face
;
until it comes to a
sudden turn which he emphasizes with one bold stroke. He is
ouite chary, too
J
of these sharp lines which give so much vigor
to the effect. Not one is lost. The treatment of the hair
is simple and direct in its soft undertones and the few lines
giving it direction and character.
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POKTHri-Ii.' HiviD
The American Magazine of Art for May lcJ^l t on page 3^ has
f draw ing
>
a ver;; interesting reproduction of a portrait heau^/.vhich has #ust
been bought by the Cleveland. Museum of Art. It is of a can wearing
a cloak and fur hat. The characterization seems decidedly true.
Here again we see how well his understanuing of light ana shade makes
him sensitive to the qualities of tactile values. The face is
excellently modeled; the expression, is stern, ragged, ana manly.
-
much firmer than the expressions in many of his paintings. The
hanu is remarkable for the precise ana soiiu. way in wnich it is
urawn. It shows a firm grasp of foreshortening an^ the suDtle
difference of line.
At the end of the article on 3 iazzetta un^er the portrait
head ,iust described the author states that ^iazzetta
"exemplified the Daroque in its fines: sense". This is »vhat our
master (of whom so little has been written) stanus for, ana
although some may aeri^e the baroque, it is ana expression of the
people and of a oeriou as inaividual as the Itenaissance and
should be reckoned with accoruingly. It xs true that it aid not
express the high ideals of the greater epoch, and that it re-
flected many of the faults of a people who had passed the heyaay
of their youth ana vigor. Still it has its own gifts to give;
those of interest in the people about, of a striving af ter
certain realities )f solid form ana of the effect of motion, aiia
of striking granaeur.
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Piazzetta assuredly stands for the baroque at its best.
He brings a aramatic force as 'master of light and shade'; he
brings vigor aria solia realism of form. Vith it all there
is a constant restless striving in his use of swinging lines
an., moving line* such as are founa in his floating draperies.
In every picture there is just a little breeze. As well
as being typical of the best Ln the baroque, he is also typical
of some of its faults. Great nobility of expression he is totally
unable to grasp. Too many tii..es he depends on the vapiu. faces of
those about him.
He often shows himself master of composition, Keeping it
simple but arresting, and the relationship Detween parts is cleverly
woven. There is dignity and even grandeur in h - religious wonts.
His use of light and shade is masterly, givng th his works a great
luminosity , thus bringing out the important figures strikingly.
His draughtsmanship is remarkably true , an,., masterly when uevoiu
of any carelessness.
He uses colors in soft, satisfying tones; clear ana simply
placea where the light is strong ana cut into vigorously
Dy the shadows which are subtl>y graaea in value an^ colarr until
they flow softly into the background of the picture, thus
giving it great aepth.
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THB FOLLOWERS Ob PIAZZETTA
Very little can be said about the followers of
Piazzetta, for their rank in Italian painting is
far below that of their master. uiuseppe Angel
i
(c. 1709-1798) seems to have been the most admired
of Piazzetta' s students. Resides being a painter
he had some fame as a scholar, in Venice. In oaint-
ing he imitated his master's style and did many
cabinet pictures and some altar pieces, tie seems
to have been exceptionally happy in giving consid-
erable expression to his heads. The Cupolo of ->an
Roc co is one of his best known .vorks . He was a
favorite with his master and it fell to him to
finish the Visitation in the Church of the Pieta
in Venice amcl also The martyrdom of Saint Christo -
pher in the Church of San Martino, Alsano Kaggiore,
which had been started by Piazzetta.
DOIv E :j 1 mAGOI OTT
was a good painter also a,nd somewhat tempered his
master's violent play of light and shade as can be
•
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seen by his Miracle ox" San Spir idione
. Fiocca
claims that the supposed sketch for the Church of
Ss. Giovanni e Paolo is at most the work of Maggie
otto. Besides this, he feels quite sure that the
two paintings, The Travellers and The J'ruitselle rs
,
reproduced on pages 75 and 76 in Aldo Java's mono-
graph on i.. B. Piazzetta and attributed to the mas-
ter by the author, were both painted by ->omenico
Maggiotto
.
ANTONIO MARINETTI ( CHIOGGIOTTO)
this student was also close to Piazzetta, and was
the one who wrote the story of the meeting of his
master with Crespi in a. letter. He, of all the
students, was the most closely addicted to the
methods of his master, rarely softening the sharp
contrasts of light and darfc as did the others who
probably studied from other models as well as from
Piazzetta.
Besides these three, GIULIA LAMA, FRANCESCO
CAPPELLA and FRANCESCO POLAZZO are often mentioned
as followers of Giovanni Bat t is t a Piazzetta.
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SUMMARY
Giovanni Battista Piazzetta is a painter scarcely
known and not fully appreciated, who stands as a
bridge between Caraveggio and the early Bolognese
school and zhe great master of the settecento,
Tiepolo
.
He was born in the year 1682 and died in the
year 1754. His father was a wood-carver and it is
thought that he acquired his remarkable knowledge
of artificial light and shade from watching his
father carve by tiie light of a lamp. As a youth
he studied with the painter Alinari, and later went
to Bologna to perfect his work, by studying the
old masters. it is thought that he was 'iuch in-
fluenced by C'uercino, as well as ^ .JdTt i Lys
,
Strozzi, Peti and Crespi. He lived most of his
life in Venice, never travellin far afield as did
most of the artists of this period. The last
part of his life was parsed under pecuniary diffi-
culties and he was buried by his friend Albrizzi-.
ne was a slow, fastidious worker, with a
*
genius for great luminosity,brought out the more
strikingly by its adjacence to rich darks or somber
shadows, which made his designs a delight to the
engravers of that time. His drawings were espec-
ially fine, although some of his contemporaries
thought his color not so Oood. However, to moderns,
who see so little of delicat glowing color but
far more of the blatant, his works are filled with
tonal beauty and charm.
He did many religious paintings for the
Dominican Fathers for whom his father Jacopo had
worked before him. Resides this, he iiet sorae vary
realistic portraits and quite a few genre pictures
which represent to some extent the happy-go-lucky
life of the limes. They seem thoroughly Italian
in their types. His drawings are especially fine
in their veracity, careful study and strong chia-
roscuro .
None of his followers were as noted as he.
Joseph Angell, Maggiotto and Antonio Marinetti
( Chioggiottc ) were the best known of his students,
'-i-'iepolo went directly to the drawings of Piazzetta,
after which lie modelled his own.

PAI1TTim 3
by
3I0VABNI 3ATTIST1 PIA2ZETTA
Reproductions in G. 3. Piazzetta
,
by Aldo Rava.
RELIGIOUS PAINTINGS
Crucifixion page 3
(Venice, Oratoria dei Filippini)
Resurrection of Christ 4
(3olop;na, R. Pinacoteca)
Saint James bound by the Executioner (Sketch) 5
(Venice, Collection 3rass)
Saint James bound by the Executioner 6
(Venice, Church of 3. 3tae
Saint John (17170 7
(Sassano, Church of 3. 3-iovanni)
Saint Phillip 9
(Venice, Church of the ?ava)
The Glory of Saint Dominic and details 12- 19
(Venice, Church of Ss • Giovanni and Paolo)
Saints Antonia and Luigi Canzaga and the Angel
Raphael giving help to a lost child 20
(Venice, Church of 3. Vitale
Ecstasy of Saint Francis 21
(Venice, Pinacoteca)
Assumption of the Virgin 22
(Li 11a, Museum)
Madonna of the Conception 24
(Parma, R. Pinacoteca)
Saint3 Vincenzo "Ferreri, Giacinto and Lorenzo Sertrando 25
(Venice, Church of the G-jsuti
Saint Dominic 26
(Venice, Church of the Gesuati)
David with the head of Goliath 28
(Dresden, Royal Gallery)
The Sacrifice of Abraham
(Dresden, Royal Gallery)
29
The Sacrifice of Abraham 31
( 3aroda)
Judith
(Hanover Museum)
32

PAINTING 5
Judith and Hoi ofernes page 34
(Venice, School of the Carmini)
Eleazer meeting Rebecca at the well 35
formerly in Collection Treves at Belgirate
(Milan, Br era Gallery)
The Supper at Smaus 37
(^enice, Private Collection)
Saint John 49
(Venice, Collection of Cuillon Mangilli)
Jesus Christ 51
(Venice, Collection of C-uillon Mangilli)
Madonna 50
(Venice, Collection Sarss)
Saint Ca.jetan of Thiene 52
(Rovigo, Academy of the Concordi)
Saint Francis 53
(Rovigo, Academy of the Concordi)
Saint Roch 54
(Venice, Collection dell'antore)
The Assumption of the Virgin Mary 55
(Konigsaal, Church of the Pieta)
Saint Nicholas Vescove and the 31essed Archangel 59
(Venice, Church of Saint Salvador)
Visitation (finished by ^uiseppe Angeli) 58
(Venice, Church of the Pieta)
Beheading of Saint John the Baptist 56
(Padua, Church of the Saints)
Martyrdom of Saint Christooher (finished by Giuseppe Angeli)57
(Alsano ?Taggiore, Church of Saint Martino)
Adam and Eve before the body of Abel 60
(Venice, Collection of Aldo Rava)
Madonna with saints and penitents (Sketch) 61
(Rome, Collection of Prof. Sastianelli)
The Annunciation 62
(Frankfort, Institute Stadel)
The Annunciation 63
(Milan, Church Collection)
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The Madonna with child and two saints page 66
(Longarone, Parish Church
J
Holy Family 67
(Civic Museum)
Death of 3aint Joseph 64
( lassel
,
Gallery)
Angel, who, with the help of the Madonna , is keeping
a child from harm 65
(Brunswick, Gallery)
Saint Anthony adoring the child Jesus (Sketch) 68
(Venice, Collection Brass)
Saint Mary ^agdalene 69
(Venice, Collection Sarozzi)
Madonna 70
(Padua, Civic Museum)
A Saint 71
(Venice, Collection Brass)
Holy Family 72
(TreTiglia, Collection Sanpietro)
Appearing of the child .Tesus to Saint Anthony of Padua 72
(Venice, Collection of TT . De Minerbi)
Esau giving away his birthright 80
(Venice, Private Collection)
Eleazer meeting Hebecca at the well 81
(Venice , Private Collection)

PHOTOGRAPHS OF PAINTINGS ANJ DRAWINGS
by
GIOVANNI BATT ISTA PIAZZETTA
in the library of the Fogg Fusem
Cambridge, w.ass.
Title 1 useum Publisher No.
Paintings :
Supper at Smaui Collection Brass, Venice, Alinari 45471
St. John Evangelist Triest, Pollitzer Collection " 40136
Portrait of an Unknown Man Collection "rass, v enice " 38861
drawings :
Profile Study of a Fan Venice, Academy
v/ith a pipe " "
Study of a Youth
Profile Study of an Old
Man
Study of Men's Heads
Study of Heads
Anderson 15124
11565
11564
" 11563
15122
" 15123

ENGRAVINGS
by
GIOVANNI MARCO PITTERI
AFTER THE WORK OF G. B. PIAZZETTA.
(C0u.St.um. Of. F*ne AtC»
Saint James the Greater
Saint Matthew
Giovanni Raptisto Albrizzi
Saint John the Baptist
Carlo Goldoni

&IOTOJNI 1ATTI3TA PIAZZETTA
WORKS
Reproductions
(Books)
The Fortune teller
(Venice Academy)
The Fortune Teller
(Venice Academy)
Ecstasy of St. Francis
(Vecenza Civic Tfuseum)
Portrait of a Priest
(London Nat. Gallery)
Ceiling, Chapel of San Domenico *
(Detail)
(Venice, Sanci Giov & Paolo)
Virgin and Child
(Venice palace Gallery)
Virgin and St. Phillip I.r eri
(Venice, Church of the Fava)
St. Dominic in Glory
(Venice, Sanci ^iov. & Paolo)
Art in ITo . I taly
Ricci
Plate 59 Venetian Painters
60
61
62
Fi occo
it
I Pittori Veneziani
del 70
Darner ini

IGIOVANNI BATT ISTA PIAZZETTA
WORKS
ReproAuctions
( Periodicals
)
Joseph sold by his Brethren
(Metropolitan Mus, N* Y. )
Madonna and Child with Saints
Hon. Alvan T. Fuller,
(
Boston, Mass)
Man and Girl with "ine class
(E. A. Silberman Galleries, N. Y.
)
Portrait de Julia. Lama,
( "wned by Dr. Lao Planisberg, Venice)
The Flag Bearer
( Dresden Museum)
Young Girl
(->ir Horace Rumbold, English Ambassador, 3erlin)
Little Flower of Love
(Owned by M. Italico Brass, Venice)
Met, I 'us. Bui
24:189 July, '29
Burl. Hag. 55:105
Aug. '29
Parnassus 2:9 F. f 30
Renaissance 12:563-5
0ec . 1 29
Portrait of Ciulia Lama
Group of Figures
(17th u ent. Gallery)
Abraham ' s Sacrifice
(l. Mr. ttoger -fry's Collection
2. Dresden Gallery
3. After engraving by Honaco)
Ecstasy of St. Francis
Yicenza, Civic Museum)
Riv. Arte s2 VI:115
dan . 1 29
Burlington, v ol.30
Jan. '17, p. 10
Burlington, "ol. 30
Jan. '17, p. 10
Aassegna d'Arte
1910, P. 151
Burlington, v ol.30
Dedal o An II Vol.1
p. 101
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unusual amount of facts about Piazzetta)
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London, 1853.
Matther, Frank Jewett, Italian Painting H. Hoit,
New York, 1923
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of Pa i nting p. 288 London, 1912
Rava, Aldo ^. B. Piazzetta l'ratelli ^.linari
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information)
Ricci, Corrado Art in Northern Italy Chas .Scribner
• s Sons
New York, 1911
Zanetti, Antonio Maria, Delia Pit ture Veneziana. Uiacomo Statti
p. p. 590-592 ' Venice, 1792
2nd Edition
Excellent bibliography in Aldo ftava's CJ
. 3. Piazzetta

Studj di pittura £jy. desegnati da g . 3. Piazzettp, by
G. B. Piazzetta, published by AlbrizzI, Venice, 1760
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Compendio delle v ite :le Pittori Venezjp n i , by
A. Longhi , v eniC6
,
1762, are considered the
most authoritative by Rava.
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LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Washington
.
"The Superintendent of the Reading &oom reports,
in response to /our inquiry of March 21, that the
v/ork to which you refer* is listed in the British
I'useum Catalogue. He has been unable to find it,
however, either in the Library of Congress Catalogue
or in our Union Catalogue of works in certain large
American libraries.
L'he addressed Post card which you enclosed is
returned herewith.
v ery truly yours,
Jessica L . Parnun
Secretary
(For the Librarian)
Giovanni B. Piazzetta: Studj di pittura...
(Venice, Albrizzi, 1760)





















